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Welcome to our

Platform
Team Profit Builder has been years in the making. We offer
a unique 2x25 team and subscription forced matrix. 

Our subscription is a one time fee of just 10 XRP, which is
less than $7 at the time of our launch. You will receive
banner, text and login ad credits plus a new position into
the matrix every 3 days for 100 days. When you signup you
will receive a free position in to the 2x25 under your
sponsor. 

Each time you receive a new position you will follow your
original position that was given to you when you started.
This allows you to help your sponsor, your own positions as
well as your downline via spillover. 

We have everything to help you succeed.
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2x25 Matrix
Our compensation plan is a 2x25 matrix.
Your first position when you signup is free
and you will be placed under your sponsor.
Each position you purchas follows your
original or “top” position.

This allows each position that is placed in the
matrix to benefit you, your sponsor and your
downline!
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Earn 20% or 2 XRP on each 300 day
subscription your sell to your direct
referrals.

01
Fast Start Bonus

 Receive 50% match on every
position your referral has. That is a
potential match on 100 positions
minimum over the next year,

03
Unlimited 50% Matching Bonus

 Paying it to your referrals hasn't
been easier. PIF any direct referral
for just 5 XRP. This will give them 50
positions over the next 300 days.

02
Pay It Forward System

Our Matrix is built to help you, your
sponsor and your downline by
providing a new position under your
original position on each purchase.

04
Unique Matrix

Key Features
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A XRP Builder Like No Other!

All of our commissions are
calculated in XRP. You can earn
over 500k for a single position.
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Earning 500k XRP

in 25 weeks!
So your goal is to introduce just two people who each
purchase at least 1 subscription in your first week at
TPB.

Then help them do the same. All it takes is just two
people in everyones first week.

Then in 25 weeks, you will have completed the 2x25
Matrix. But wait, that’s not all we have in store.
Remember you are setting up a 100 pack subscription
that will spread your positions out over 300 days. 

If someone doesn’t produce two people in their first
week, you still have more positions coming into plan
because of your subscription as well as your sponsor
and referrals subscription to help fill the gaps.



You will receive advertising for
each subscription you purchase
plus more advertising each day

your subscription renews.
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Advertising



Everyone starts with their free position.
Once you have deposited, you can now purchase a ONE TIME FEE
subscription for 10 XRP. Sponsors will receive 2 XRP for each susbcription
purchased by their direct referrals.

Once your subscription starts placing positions they will follow your
original position that you received for free.

You will earn a 50% matching bonus on all of your referrals matrix
position. Each referral who has purchased a sub will receive a new
positino every 3 days. This gives you another income center because you
can potentially earn 250k XRP from each one of their positions that is
created by the subscriptions.

The earningss are endless. If you wish to see a detailed pay plan by level,
please refer to our home page.
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Putting It All Together



Thank You
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